Abstract. Assuming the consistency of huge cardinals, we prove that <o3 can carry an ultrafilter D such that af'/D has cardinality <o3. (Hence D is not («3, w,) regular.) Similarly u>2 can carry an ultrafilter D such that u"2/D has cardinality u2-(Hence D is not (<o2, w) regular.) 0. Introduction. When ultrafilters and ultrapowers (see [4] ) were introduced, the problem of determining the cardinality of the ultrapower given the cardinality of the basis structure and of the index set became of interest (see [8] ). As was already noted in [4] , the problem can be completely settled, if one assumes that the ultrafilter in question is regular (see below for definition). Under the assumption of regularity the cardinality of the ultrapower has largest cardinality possible, i.e. if M is a structure of cardinality a > u and D is a uniform regular ultrafilter on an index set / of cardinality ß, then M'/D has cardinality otß.
0. Introduction. When ultrafilters and ultrapowers (see [4] ) were introduced, the problem of determining the cardinality of the ultrapower given the cardinality of the basis structure and of the index set became of interest (see [8] ). As was already noted in [4] , the problem can be completely settled, if one assumes that the ultrafilter in question is regular (see below for definition). Under the assumption of regularity the cardinality of the ultrapower has largest cardinality possible, i.e. if M is a structure of cardinality a > u and D is a uniform regular ultrafilter on an index set / of cardinality ß, then M'/D has cardinality otß.
The problem whether every ultrafilter is regular, was posed by Keisler in [9] , and partial answers were obtained in the constructible universe by Jensen and then improved by Prikry [14] who showed that if V = L then every uniform ultrafilter on un is regular. Results of Benda and Ketonen [2] , Kanamori [6] and finally Ketonen [10] indicate the problem is closely connected with the existence of large cardinals. In particular (see [10] ) if k + carries a uniform ultrafilter which is not (k+, k) regular, then 0* exists. On the other hand large cardinals immediately imply the existence of nonregular ultrafilters, see definition below. Note that a regular ultrafilter on k+ is (k+, k) regular though the converse does not necessarily hold. If D is an to, complete, nonprincipal ultrafilter on a cardinal k, then D is not regular: Note that K has to be at least as large as the first measurable in order to carry an co, complete ultrafilter. Keisler's problem is of course much more interesting for smaller cardinals like «,, w2 etc., and we attend this version of the problem. There is one fact known about the same problem for the continuum; if the continuum carries an w, saturated ideal then it carries a nonregular ultrafilter. Note that under this assumption the continuum is very large and this assumption is equiconsistent with the existence of measurable cardinals (see [16] ).
Our results, which naturally assume the existence of very large cardinals, show that already <o2 can carry a nonregular ultrafilter and also that regularity is necessary for getting the cardinality results of [4] and [8] . In this paper we construct a model in which w2 carries an ultrafilter D such that for every countable structure, M, M°2/D has cardinality u2 which less than maximum possible (i.e. <o"2 = 2"2). For «3 we get even a stronger result; the ultrafilter we get on <o3 is not even (to3, w,) regular and if M is a structure having cardinality < <o, then A/"3//) has cardinality at most w3. Though we do not state this explicitly similar results hold for other cardinals.
The w3 case also makes some progress on an old problem of Ulam. We know that if k is a successor cardinal k cannot cany a k complete, k saturated ideal, but assuming the consistency of huge cardinals, k can carry a k complete k+ saturated ideal. (Most of the ideas of §2 were derived from Kunen [11] .) Naturally one wonders whether instead of relaxing the saturation requirement (i.e. the ideal is required to be k saturated), we can relax the completeness requirement (requiring of course that the ideal will be at least ul complete, otherwise the problem is trivial). The problem in this form was posed to us by S. Shelah. In the model we construct we can have an w3 saturated, w, complete uniform ideal on <o3. In the same model there is a family of <o3 0-1 measures defined on a field of subsets of <o3 such that every subset of w3 is measurable with respect to at least one of the measures of the family. Compare this to 81 of [3] where the same problem is stated for to, instead of w3.
1. Preliminaries. Our set theoretic notation is standard (see [5] ). For terminology concerning ultrafilters and ultrapowers see [1] . Lower case greek letters usually denote ordinals. The only exception being when they denote forcing terms. P(A) is the powerset of A, \A\ is the cardinality of A. If A is a. set of ordinals then A is the order type of A and PK{A) is the set of all subsets of A having ordertype k.
An ultrafilter i/ona set / is uniform if for every A C I, A G U^\A\ = \I\. If |/| = \J\ then U naturally induces an equivalent ultrafilter on /, which we shall also denote by U and it should be clear from the context whether we refer to the ultrafilter on / or the corresponding ultrafilter on J.
Let U be a filter over /, /, g are functions defined on /. We say that / is equivalent to g modulo U (/ =u g) if {/|i G I, g(0 = /(0) e U. The equivalence class of/with respect to = u will be denoted by [f]v. If (,Aa\a < y} and (Ba\a < X) are two partitions of / then (Aja < A) is equivalent to (Ba\a < X) modulo U ((Aa\a < X) =v (Aa\a < X}) if the function /, defined by /(0 = The only a such that / G Aa is equivalent modulo U to the function g defined by g(i) = The only a such that / G Ba. [(Aa\a < \}]u is the equivalence class of (Aja < A) with respect to =u-If U is a filter on / then A Ç I is of positive measure with respect to U if / -A G U. We drop "with respect to U" if the particular U we refer to is evident. Note that being of positive measure with respect to an ultrafilter simply means belonging to it. U is X complete if it is closed under intersections of length < X and U is À saturated if every family of sets of positive measure with respect to U such that the intersection of any two does not have positive measure with respect to U has cardinality < X.
If / is a family of sets and U is a filter on /, then U is fine if for every a G U / {i\a G /'} G U. U is normal if for every choice function/on a set of positive measure A there is a set B C A of positive measure such that / is constant on B. (/ is a choice function if/(a) G a for every a in its domain.) If / is a family of subsets of X, and (J / = X then a fine filter U on / is called weakly normal if every choice function / on / is bounded with respect to U, i.e. there exists a < X such that {i\f(i) < a) G U. Note that neither normality nor weak normality implies the other property.
An ultrafilter U on / is (a, X) regular if there are a members of U such that the intersection of any X of them is empty. U is regular if it is (|/|, co) regular. k is huge if there is a normal, fine, k complete ultrafilter on P"(A) for some A such that \A\ > k. An equivalent definition (see [7] ) is that there exists an elementary embedding y of the universe V into some transitive class M such that j(a) = a for a < k, j(k) > k and M contains every subset of itself having cardinality < _/(/c). Note that if U is the normal, fine and k complete ultrafilter on P"(A) which appears in the definition of huge cardinal, then we can get the elementary embedding of the equivalent definition by forming the ultrapower Vp'w/ U and taking its transitive isomorph M, j the canonical embedding of V into VP'(A)/ U. In this ultrapower the identity function of P"(A) represents the set {j(a)\a < j(k)}.
The reader is well aware that many set theoretic notions have different meanings in different universes. Usually it should be clear from the context in which universe the notion applies. In case of possible doubt we use superscript on our notation to indicate the universe in which it applies, thus PM(A) is the powerset of A in the sense of M, w,M is the ordinal which M considers to be w,, etc.
Forcing will be very freely used in this paper, shifting between Boolean valued models and 0-1 models obtained by generic filters, as convenient. Since we shall iterate forcing constructions we use the following notation: If B is a complete Boolean algebra and T is a term which denotes a complete Boolean algebra in Vs then the iterated Boolean extension (VB)T can be considered to be one Boolean extension (see Solovay and Tennenbaum [17] ).
Let us denote the combined Boolean algebra by B * T. (B is of course a complete subalgebra of B * T.) Note that we are not distinguishing between a partially ordered set and the corresponding complete Boolean algebra. The converse procedure also applies, namely if C is a complete subalgebra of B, Ve can be considered to be a substructure of VB, and VB is obtained from Ve by a Boolean extension using some complete Boolean algebra of Ve. Denote a canonical term which denotes this member of Ve by B/C. It is well known that C * B/C is isomorphic to B. If $ is a statement [ <&]B is the truth value of 0 in VB.
Col(a, ß) is the standard algebra which collapses every cardinal strictly between a and ß to a. (See [5] .) If B is a complete Boolean algebra ColB(a, ß) is a term denoting Col(a, ß) in the sense of VB. As a general abuse of language we shall not distinguish between an element of the generic extension V[G] (G is a V generic over some partially ordered set) and a term denoting it in the appropriate forcing language. (The term of course lies in V.) 2. w3 can carry a nonregular ultrafilter. Throughout this paper we assume the existence of a huge cardinal, so assume that k is a huge cardinal and assume that G.C.H. holds. (The methods of Silver [15] can be used to show that G.C.H. is consistent relative to the existence of huge cardinals.) Fix an elementary embedding y of V into M(Ma transitive class) such that k is the first ordinal moved by j and M7W C M. Now we follow Kunen [11] . Exactly as in [11] , one can construct a complete Boolean algebra B having the following properties:
(I) B has cardinality k.
(II) B satisfies the k chain condition.
(III) In VB k is »,.
(IV) If C is a complete subalgebra of B, \C\ < k and a < k is a regular cardinal less than k then C * Colc(a, k) can be completely embedded in B by an embedding which is the identity on C. (Remember that C is a subalgebra of C * Colc(a, ic).)
Note that in view of the fact that MÁK) G M j(B) is a complete Boolean algebra (not just in the sense of M) also in the sense of V. (Note that j(B) has cardinality j'(k) and therefore every subset of j(B) lies in M.)j(B) has the same properties (I)-(IV) where/(k) is substituted for k. Note also that since B satisfies the k chain condition j is a complete embedding of B into j{B). (Every union of elements of B can be represented as the union of less than k elements which is preserved by/, since, for a < K,j(a) = a.) Therefore we can assume that the domain of B is k (hence/ is the identity on B) and that B is a complete subalgebra of j(B). Also note that/(5) satisfies (even in V) the /(k) chain condition.
The model we construct shall be VB followed by Co1(k+,/(k)) (in the sense of VB). Hence we force with the Boolean algebra D = B * Co1b(k+,/(«)). Properties (I)-(III) together with well-known facts about Co1(k + ,/(k)) yield that the first infinite cardinals in VD are to, k, k+,/(k)+,/(k)+ + . Hence/(ic) is w3 in the sense of VD. Moreover since k and/(«) are inaccessible in V, in VD we have 2" = w" 2"' = w2, 2"2 = w3, hence «£' = w3 = w3.
We are now ready to define (in VD) a fine filter ÍF on P"U(K)) (which is P"'(w3) in the sense of VD). This filter *$~ will be the main tool for getting our results. The main fact we use about D is that by (I)-(IV) applied to j{B), using the fact that B C j{B), \B\ = k < /(k) there is a complete embedding of D = B * Co1b(k+,/(k)) into/(5) which is the identity on B. Without loss of generality we simply assume that D Q j(B).
In VjW we would like to define a VD ultrafilter on P'Ui*))-(PKU(*)) is taken in the sense of VD.) ( VD ultrafilter means that it is an ultrafilter in the Boolean algebra P yD(PKU(K)))-) The definition we would like to use will be:
where A is an element of VD which is a subset of P"(/(k)). An obvious difficulty with this definition is that if A G VD j(A) is an element of My(0).
Hence in order to decide whether {/(a)|a </(«)} G j(A) we have to use some generic filter over/(Z>) = j(B) * CoF(B)(k+a/,/2(k)). We naturally have a generic filter over/(5) (in VJ>-B)) but not over/(Z>). Hence the question whether A G 5" cannot be determined in VJ(B). We overcome this difficulty (as usual in this section following Kunen [11] ) by defining in Vj(B) a sequence of elements of/(Co1b(k + ,/(k))). Note that /(Co1s(k+,/(k))) is a term denoting an element of MJ(B\ We shall consider /(Cor8 (k+,/(«))) to be a partially ordered set such that every sequence of cardinality < /(k) has an upper bound, provided any two elements in the sequence are compatible (since M7(lc) Q M it does not matter whether we use this closure property in Vj(B^ or in Mi(By). Note that the partial order on the forcing notion is the inverse of the partial order of the corresponding Boolean algebra. The sequence (which will be denoted by ( vja </(k)+)) will satisfy that for every A G VD, A Ç Pj(k\k). The question whether {j(a)\a </(*)} G j(A) or not is decided over VJW by someya. This sequence will be used to define 'S'.
Let G Çj(B) be the V generic filter over/(5) which generates Vj(B) over V. G n D is a V generic filter over D which generates Vo over V. Again consider E = Co1ä(k + ,/(/c)) to be a forcing notion in VB which is closed under minimal upper bound for sequences of mutually compatible elements of length < k + . K = (v|v G Cor8 (k + ,/(«)); some term denoting y is in G} is a VB generic filter over E. Let Kl be {j{y)\y G K). (What we mean by /(y) is that we take a term denoting y, in the forcing language of B, r, and j(y) is a realization with respect to j(B) of/(t). It is easily verified that since/ is the identity on B it does not depend on the particular t we picked fory.)
AT1 is a set of elements of j(Co\b(k+ ,j(k))) which lies in MKB) since it is a subset of M and has cardinality/(k). Any two members of it are compatible (since y, compatible with y2 implies/(y,) compatible with/(y2)), hence this set has an upper bound in/(Co18(k+,/(k))) and the first member of the sequence (y"|a < /(k) ) will be picked to be such an upper bound.
Since in V, G.C.H. holds and \j{B)\ = /(k) and/(5) satisfies the/(/c) chain condition, one can compute the cardinality of P{Pk(J{k))) in VJ(B) and find that it is /(k)+. Therefore let (Ay\y </(k)
) be an enumeration of P(J° *(/(«))) n VD which lies in Vj(B\ Since MJM Q M one can easily conclude that every initial segment of {Ay\y </(k)+) lies in MÄB). We are now ready to define ya by induction. y0 was already defined. The ya will be an increasing sequence. So for limit a we define ya as an upper bound for (yß\ß < a). Note that a </(k)+. We use the fact that (yß\ß < a) as a sequence of cardinality < /(/c) lies in My (8) . For a + 1 ya+1 is an extension of ya which decides the statement {/(a)|a </(*)} E.j(Aa). This concludes the definition of the sequence (yja </(k)+). By construction (*) holds for our sequence where (*) is: "For every A G VD A c PK(J(K))> we have for some « </(K)+ that ya decides (over Vj(B)) whether {/(a)|a </(k)} G/(/I) or not". Let y be a term denoting the sequence (yja </(k) + ), which with truth value 1 satisfies the property (*).
We are ready to define in VD a filter on P"(j(k)) as follows:
A G '¿F iff [ some member of the sequence y forces that {/(a)|a </(*)} G j(A)Vw/D = 1.
Lemma 1. 'S is a k complete filter Pk(J(k)).
The proof is similar to arguments of [11] and [12] . In particular 5" is well defined in the sense that
This last statement relies heavily on the particular y0 we picked.
Lemma 2. 'S is a fine filter on Pk(j(k)).
Proof. If a </(«) and A = {P\a G P, P G /"(/(«))} then A G S because/(/I) is the set {P\j(a) G P, P G [Pj(k)(J2(k))]mJ",>} and with truth value 1 {/(a)|a </(k)} is a member of/(/i). Hence 'S is fine. □ Since/(£) satisfies the/((c) chain condition we can find Sß </(/c)+ such that with truth value 1 some condition in the sequence (yja < Sß ) forces (**) since y g is with truth value 1 an extension of each member of (yja < Sß ) we know thatyÄ forces (**). Let 5 = sup^^ Sß, S </(k)+. Since ys is an extension (with truth value 1) of each ys for ß < /(«) we get that ys forces (**) for every ß < /(k). We are close to getting a contradiction. We know that A is of positive measure with respect to 'S. (8) is not a choice function on j{A) because for an element of j(A), namely {/(a)|a </(«)}, j(H) on it is different from all its elements. But H is, with truth value 1, a choice function on A, hence/(//) is, with truth value 1, a choice function on j(A). We got a contradiction and 'S is normal. □ Also every subset of i>K(/((c)) is measurable with respect to at least one of these measures. Since the cardinality of the family of these measures is at most the cardinality of {b\b G/(B)/Z)} which is/(<c) (co3kD) and since in VD P"(AKÏ) has cardinality w3, we can assume that all these measures lie on w3 and we proved Theorem 3. If the existence of huge cardinal is consistent then it is consistent that there is a family of w3 0-1 a complete measures on u3 such that every set of positive measure has cardinality to3 and every subset of <o3 is measurable with respect to at least one of these measures.
Proof. The facts that 'S is both normal and/((c)-saturated imply that S is weakly normal, because if F is a choice function on Pk(/(k)) we define for 0</((c)
Compare Problem 81 of [3] .
We now turn to the main result of this section.
Theorem 4. (a) Let U be any ultrafilter on P"'(u>3) which extends 'S then U is not (w3, w,) regular.
(b) Let M be an infinite structure having cardinality < w, then A/f"w""/ U has cardinality < co3.
From Theorem 4 we get immediately that: Corollary 5 . If the existence of a huge cardinal is consistent then it is consistent that co3 carries a uniform ultrafilter U which is not (co3, co,) regular and such that if M is a structure having cardinality w < \M\ < co, then M"1/ U has cardinality at most co3.
Proof of Theorem 4. In view of Keisler's [8] (b) implies (a), hence we prove (b). We first show that if M is infinite and countable then MP"^(K^/ U has cardinality < <o3. It is easy to see that it is enough to prove it for one countable infinite structure so we show that (co, e}p"<J<-K))/ U has cardinality < CO-j.
A member of u?"(yW)/ U is of the form \fi\y where / is a function from P"U(k)) into <o. (Remember that [f]v is the =u equivalence class of/.) Our objective is to show that there are at most co3 such equivalence classes. Since 'S Q U =<$ is a refinement of =u and our claim will follow if we show that =9 has at most co3 equivalence classes of functions from PK(J(K)) into w-A function / from P"(j(k)) naturally induces a partition of P'{J(K)) into w classes (An\n < co) simply by defining A" = {P\f(P) = n). Clearly/ =<sg if and only if the partition corresponding to / is equivalent to the partition defined by g. Hence instead of counting functions from Pk(j(k)) into co, we count =<f equivalence classes of partitions of P"(J(k)) into co parts.
We need: Lemma 6 . The partitions of Pk(J(k)) (An\n < co) and (Bn\n < w> are equivalent if and only if An =< § Bn for all n < u.
Proof. If (,An\n < co> =y<2fB|/i < w) then for n < u An A Bn cannot have positive measure otherwise the functions corresponding to (An\n < to} and (,Bn\n < a) will be different on this set of positive measure and for all n > wAn =<sBn.
For the converse direction assume An = B" for all n < to. C" = A" A B" is not of positive measure. By the w, completeness of f, C = U C" is not of positive measure but clearly for P G Pk(j(k)) ~ C the functions corresponding to (An\n < ío) and (Bn\n < w) agree so they agree on a set in 'S. (Ajn < w) =^<2?J« < co), and the lemma is proved. □ Therefore an equivalence class of functions from PK(J(K)) into w is determined by an to-sequence of equivalence classes of subsets of PK(J(K)) with respect to =y. By the remarks before Theorem 3 we have at most w3 equivalence classes of subsets of Pk(j(k)) hence the cardinality of co sequences of equivalence classes of subsets of /"'(/((c)) is at most co3 = <o3, since G.C.H. holds in our model. We have proved that there are at most co3 equivalence classes of functions from P"(j(K)) mto w-Thus top"iJ(K^/U has cardinality < co3.
The result we just got about ultrapowers of countable structure can be
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use immediately generalized to ultraproduct of a family of countable structures and we get that this cardinality is the same as up"(J^K))/U (simply by assuming that the domain of each of the structures in the product is co) and we get that the ultraproduct has cardinality which is at most co3. We pass to the case where M is a structure having cardinality co,. Again we can assume that M is <co,, e> and we have to show that <co" e)1"^"^/ U has cardinality < co3. (In this case one can show that the cardinality is exactly co3.) <co,, e)i"c'W)/ U is a totally ordered set. We claim that its cofinality is exactly co3. We embed co3 cofinally into this set by the mapping fa(P) = P n a for a < co3 = /(k). Note that since P has order type co, and {P\a G P) G <S C U fa(P) is a countable ordinal for a set in 'S (hence in U). Therefore [/J^ can be considered to be an element of co/"(-/WV U. We claim that the mapping a -»[/"][/ is cofinal in cop"OM)/U. Let g be a function from PK(J(K)) into co, = k. Define h by h(P) = the f(P)th member of P in the natural order of P. (Note that P has order type k = co, and f(P) < co" hence we can find the /(.P)th member of P.) h is a choice function on Pk(J(k)), so we can use the weak normality of 'S and get a </(ic) such that {P\P G P* (/(it)), h(P) < a) G^.
The statement implies by definition of fa and g that {P\P G P"(j(K)),g(P) <fa(P)} E'SQU. (.fa(P)> ¿)/U. On a set in U the structures that appear in the product are countable, hence by the first part of the proof, the ultraproduct has cardinality < co3.
Thus we proved that oep"u<-"^/ U is a totally ordered set, having a cofinal subset of cardinality to3 such that the initial segment determined by each member of this cofinal set has cardinality < <o3. Since the whole set is the union of these initial segments tof0^/ U has cardinality < co3 and the theorem is proved.
3. A nonregular ultrafilter on co2. In this section we show how to revise the model we got in the first section to a model in which a nonregular ultrafilter lies on co2 rather than co3. By the proofs in §2 we got a model in which G.C.H. holds and P"'(co3) carries a filter 'S such that:
(a) S is co, complete.
(b) <S is fine, i.e. for a < co3 {P\a G P) G f. (c) 'S is normal; every choice function on a set of positive measure is constant on a set of positive measure. We shall not need any more properties of the model constructed in §2 and in this section we can consider it to be the ground model V, in which we have the filter having properties (a)-(f).
The model which will occupy us in this section will be obtained by collapsing co// to co by the usual Levy collapse (see [5] ). Note that the cardinality of the set of forcing conditions is co,. Denote the extension by V1. In V1 co, is co^ and co2 is co3K. We use Theorem 2.2 in [13] . According to this theorem, if 'S is a filter on />u'(to3) which satisfies (a), (b) and (d) and we force with a set of forcing conditions having cardinality < co,, in the generic extension 'S can be extended to a fine filter on Pa'(a3) which is still weakly normal. Actually the proof of Theorem 2.2 in [13] yields a forcing term g and a mapping which assigns to every term t an ordinal a, < co3K such that every condition forces:
(a) g is a fine filter on /""'"(co/').
(b) <$ Q g. Since u3y = co2, Icofl = co and G.C.H. holds in Vx \P^(co^\ = co2. We get:
If the existence of huge cardinal is consistent, then it is consistent to have a uniform ultrafilter U on u>2 which is not (co2, co) regular and such that for every countable structure M"2/ U has cardinality < co2.
Proof of Theorem 6. Since the set of forcing conditions used to get V1 from V has cardinality co,, we can assume that it is co, endowed with the appropriate partial ordering. Similarly to the proof of Theorem 4, if M is countable the cardinality of Mp"lV(a^/U is the cardinality of w^^/U. So we are interested in the cardinality of =u equivalence classes of functions from Pa' (co2) into co. Again it will suffice to show that there are at most co2 =g equivalence classes of such functions since =g is a refinement of =u-Actually it is rather easy to show that there are at least co2 such functions by picking in V1 a function g from co onto co,K, and defining for a < co3K = co2/a: P"W) by /a(i») = g-,(FfTa").
It is easily verified that if a ^ ß {P\ftt(P)*fß(P)}e<S.
We now prove that there are at most co2 such classes of functions. Let ¡u. be a forcing term which is forced by every condition to be a function from Pa< (co/') into co. Define a forcing term y(fi) which realizes in V1 the following function defined on Pa< (co2) by: y(/i)(P) = The minimal ß G co,K such that ß is in the generic filter which generates K1 and ß lh n(P) = n for some n G co.
Let t(ju) be the forcing term which is realized in V1 as the following function, defined on P"*{lo3) by r(n)(P) ='The y(ju)(P)th member of P'.
Note that since y(¡i)(P) < co/'' and P has order type co,K we can find the y(n)(P)th member of P.
t(jli) is a forcing term which is forced by the empty condition to be a choice function on P"'(co3K). By the properties of g we have an ordinal ß(r) < to3 = co2 such that every condition forces that {P\r(MP)<ß{r)}e9.
We work in V. For every a G co, let/a be a one-to-one function from co onto a. Define (,g£\n < co) where g"M for all n < co is a function defined on PW|(co3) by: g?(P)=f7KßüT)(n).
Note that g£ depends just on n, and ß(n) and not on ¡i. Define (h£\n < co) as follows: h": i""'(co3) -> co A«P ) = Í ° if for no A: G co g(P ) lhu(P ) = *, "l ^ {* + 1 if g?(P ) h >i(P) = k.
The main reason for defining (h£\n < co) is that ß(fi) together with ([h£]<^n < co) completely determines [ju]g in V1.
Lemma 7. Let /x and ¡iy be forcing terms which are forced by every condition to be functions from P"' (co2) into co. Assume that /?(¡u) = ^(ju,1) and that for every n < co h¡¡ =-<$h¡¡ then every condition forces that jli =g ju.1.
Proof of Lemma 7. Let A" = {P\P G Paico3), h¡¡{P) = K\P)}. By assumption An G 5" for n < co, hence v4 = nn<ùlAn G f since 'S is co, complete.
In Vx define a set 5 by B = {/»|P G P»'"(«/-),t(/»)(P) < /?(,*), t^1)^) < i8(/i) = (8(m'))-Am(P) = n + 1 (because p ll-/x(P) = «). Note that PGA, therefore h£(P) = A^'(P). By definition of A^'(P) g:l(P)lr-ii'(P) = n. But since ß(ji) = ßdi1) g¿ = g^ (remember that g£ depends just on ß(n)), and g£(P) = p, therefore plr-ju'(P) = n = /t(P) which contradicts the fact that 8 is compatible with p and that 8 IH ju(P) ¥= M'(n d
We resume the proof of Theorem 6, and we argue in V. By property (f) of ?F we have co3 possible value of [h£]9 because h£ is a function from Pu,(co3) into co. Since u3 = co3 the cardinality of possible sequences of the form (\K]<Àn < w) is w3-The cardinality of possible pairs of the form < ß( ¡i), <[A,f y « < co» is again co3. By Lemma 7 if for /x and jn1 (Mm). <[V], I« < co» = < MA <[V'], I" < w» then ¡i = § ¡i1, hence in K1 we have at most co3K different =g equivalence classes of functions from P"'(co3K) into co. The theorem is proved in view of the fact that in V1 co2 = co/'. □
